(January 25, 2016)
In order to further improve the lines of communication and to respond to the concerns between
the National VA Council and you our members, I have established a National VA Council
Briefing. This NVAC Briefing will bring you the latest news and developments within DVA and
provide you with the current status of issues this Council is currently addressing. I believe that
this NVAC Briefing will greatly enhance the way in which we communicate and the way in which
we share new information, keeping you better informed.
Alma L. Lee
National VA Council, President

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In This Briefing: Who is considered a Whistleblower? MSPB needs

your help to decide.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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expect it to be a change for the better. So
when FELTG switched over to a new website design and host a few weeks
ago, we expected good things and instead were disappointed to find out
that the format wasn't what we were hoping for. On top of that, because of
some IT-firewall-thing (as you can tell, I am not a tech person), a number of
you have been completely blocked from accessing our site. That's bad.
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We sincerely apologize for all that, and want to let you know we have nearly
resolved this problem and expect to be re-revamped and up and running in
just a few days.

If you've been getting our email newsletters but have been unable to
access the www.feltg.com website, rest assured that we are still open for
business and are taking registrations for all our upcoming programs. In the
meantime if you have questions please call us at 844.at.FELTG (283.3584)
or email us at info@FELTG.com, and we'll be happy to assist.

Take care, and thanks much for your patience!
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Now, read on to see how you can help the MSPB define who is considered
a whistleblower, and perhaps mark your place in history at the same time.
It's a big job, but we're confident you can do it!

See you soon,
Deb
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Hmmm.
And the answer is: Nobody knows.
That's why on January 19, the Board issued a Federal Register
notice calling for amicus briefs to address the issue, 81 Federal
Register 11 (January 19, 2016), pp. 2913-2914. Seems as though
there's a case pending at MSPB that raises a similar hypothetical
and the Board would like to know what you wonderful practitioners
think about the issue, Mark Abernathy v. Army, MSPB Docket No.
DC-1221-14-0364-W-1.
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Now, I know many of you readers have a lot of spare time on your
hands and are looking for something extra to do. And you'd like to
show off your employment law chops just in case our next
President's transition team is looking for a new Board member
(actually, two) over at MSPB about this time next year. What better
way to have a sample of your work to send to them than an
elucidating legal brief, discussing the pros and cons of both
interpretations of the Whistleblower protection legislation (especially
in light of the Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1987 zzz), while reaching the conclusion that everyone on Earth, naturalborn citizens and genetically-modified organisms alike, as well as
citizens as yet unborn, and perhaps even visitors from other planets
(with a proper visa, of course) is a protected whistleblower.
On one hand, it's nice to see the Board members asking for
opinions from us practitioners. Goodness knows, they should have
done that before they went down the dark road of Millerreassignments and world-wide comparator employee analysis. On
the other hand, although this is no doubt an important question for
Mr. Abernathy (and perhaps your loyal reporter, were he seeking
future federal employment), does it really concern enough potential
appellants to be worth the effort of a call for amici?
As Pope Francis once said, "Who am I to judge?" The Members
want to know your opinions, and now's your chance to tell them.
The deadline is February 9 so don't dilly-dally. Be sure to review the
Federal Register notice carefully so that you can fully understand
this issue. Write well, write strongly, and perhaps affect the future
course of federal employment law.
And, simultaneously create a nice writing sample for the Presidentelect to consider on her way to being inaugurated.
Wiley@FELTG.com.
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